Fiber Bragg Grating Strain Sensing Detecting Multi-Crack Damages under Vibrating Status
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Abstract

The multi-crack damages modal of simple supported beam has been build, at the vibrating status, the multi-damage detecting method of simple supported beam measured by fiber Bragg grating strain sensing array has been studied. From 0 hz to 200 hz, using exciter vibrating simple supported beam, with different damages, resonant frequency of simple supported beam has changed. So, when the damage appears in simple supported beam, the local rigidity will decrease, the resonant frequency of simple supported beam will be affected, the damage status of simple supported beam have been determined by this. The experimental result indicates that the resonant frequency of simple supported beam has changed when there is no damage, one damage, two damages, three damages on simple supported beam. According to this, the fiber Bragg grating strain sensing array can detect multi-crack damage of simple supported beam under vibrating status.
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1. Introduction

The crack existing in structure will decrease the local rigidity, and descend of the local rigidity closely relates to change of the resonant frequency. In actual engineering, the disastrous accident often occurs because the tiny crack exists and expands in structure. The beam structure is the main component in actual engineering, is the basic component forming different structures, and also is the common flexural component in engineering application, it has been applied in the engineering field, such as mechanical, traffic, and architecture. At present,
many detection methods have obtained good results on the crack detecting technology, such as ultrasonic, x-ray, acoustic emission, liquid penetration coloring, combined flaw detection, magnetic powder, turbulence, microwave, but these methods mainly fit to detect defects of static equipment, they cannot quantitatively analyze the on-line equipment.

Amount of research has been studied on detecting crack by researchers at home and abroad, S. Caddemi [1] et al. have studied the non-linear dynamic response of the Euler-Bemoulli beam with switching cracks. A. Khorram [2] et al. have studied Mutiple cracks detection in a beam subjected to a moving load, Li Yiqian [3] et al. have studied the damage sensitivity of dynamic properties of cantilever beam, Tang Tianguo [4] et al. have studied strain energy method for analysis of beams with crack damage, Li Jian [5] et al. have simulated and analyzed modal frequency change regulations of the damage simple supported beams using finite element soft, Jiang Haibo [6] et al. have studied vibration mode analysis of simple supported beam with damage boundary condition, Xu Ping [7] has studied modal curvature characteristics of a simple supported beam with a local crack, An Yonghui [8] et al. have studied damage sever identification of simple supported beam bridges, these researches have studied damage beam from all aspects, but these researches all use electric sensors, they cannot carry on long distance on-line monitoring.

Fiber Bragg grating sensing technology is a new technology, it has many advantages, such as small structure, convenient to use, immune to electromagnetic, easily forming network, transmission distance, fit to on-line monitoring. In recent years, fiber Bragg grating sensing technology has been widely applied at home and abroad, industrialization of grating has promoted development of fiber Bragg grating sensing technology, various fiber Bragg grating sensors have been studied, these sensors have been widely applied in the monitoring locale, and they are developing function of real-time monitoring. In this paper, Fiber Bragg grating strain sensing array has been applied to measure vibration of simple supported beam, using the vibrating data to analyze the dynamic response of simple supported beam, and the real-time dynamic monitoring of simple supported beam will be realized.

2. Free Vibration Analysis of Simple Supported Beam

To study cracks affecting vibration characteristic of simple supported beam, the vibration mechanics model of intact beam and crack beam must be found at first, the influence rule of beam vibration which crack caused will be discussed through studying vibration characteristics of beam at different status.

According to structural dynamics theory, equation of structural free vibration can be shown as below:

\[ [M]\{\ddot{x}\} + [C]\{\dot{x}\} + [K]\{x\} = \{0\} \]  

(1)

And the characteristic equation can be shown as below:
According to Equation (2), natural frequency of structure is relate to quality and stiffness of structure, so, when structure has any damage, the quality and stiffness of structure will change. And the two changes must cause structural natural frequency and vibration mode being changed, then, due to Equation (2), we can obtain the characteristic equation after structure has damage:

$$\left(\left([K] + [\Delta K]\right) - \left(\omega^2 + \Delta \omega^2\right)\left([M] + [\Delta M]\right)\right)\left([\phi] + [\Delta \phi]\right) = [0] \quad (3)$$

In the damage crack structure, mass of structure change little, and can be ignored, so, the equation can be written as:

$$\left(\left([K] + [\Delta K]\right) - \left(\omega^2 + \Delta \omega^2\right)\left([M]\right)\right)\left([\phi] + [\Delta \phi]\right) = [0] \quad (4)$$

Spreading Equation (4), ignores quadratic term of frequency, variation of natural frequency is:

$$\Delta \omega^2 = \frac{[\phi]^T \left[\Delta K\right]\left[\phi\right]}{[\phi]^T \left[M\right]\left[\phi\right]} \quad (5)$$

To vibration mode $[\phi]$ of I order,

$$\Delta \omega^2_i = \frac{[\phi]^T \left[\Delta K\right]\left[\phi\right]}{[\phi]^T \left[M\right]\left[\phi\right]} \quad (6)$$

Equation (6) is frequency damage equation. If structure is damaged, stiffness change of J unit is $[\Delta K_j]$, and Equation (6) can be changed as:

$$\Delta \omega^2 = \frac{[\phi]^T \left[\Delta K_j\right]\left[\phi\right]}{[\phi]^T \left[M\right]\left[\phi\right]} \quad (7)$$

Suppose change of characteristic value can be expressed as function of damage position and damage degree, that is:

$$\Delta \omega^2 = \Delta \omega^2_j (\beta, j) \quad (8)$$

$\beta_j$ is a quantity scalar, it expresses as damage degree of J unit, the following formula exists:

$$[\Delta K_j] = \beta_j \left[K_j\right] \quad (9)$$

Substituting Equation (9) to Equation (7), it can obtain:

$$\Delta \omega^2 = \frac{\beta_j \left[\phi\right]^T \left[K_j\right]\left[\phi\right]}{\left[\phi\right]^T \left[M\right]\left[\phi\right]} \quad (10)$$

According to Equation (10), frequency change of simple supported beam relies on not only damage position but also damage degree. So, each order natural frequency of simple supported beam can be obtained by free vibration equation of simple supported beam, and different crack length has different effect to stiffness of beam. As element stiffness decreasing, each order natural frequency of
simple supported beam will drop off; when unit stiffness of symmetric position decrease the same amplitude, natural frequency changes the same, when different position damage makes a difference because of damage degree, the change value of frequency will be different. When unit stiffness decrease less, each order natural frequency of crack simple supported beam change little, when unit stiffness of simple supported beam decrease exceed fifty percent or even greater, natural frequency of simple supported beam will decrease more.

3. Building Experimental Installation and Collecting with Analyzing Experimental Results That Fiber Bragg Grating Strain Sensing Array Detecting Damage of Simple Supported Beam

3.1. Experimental Installation Building

Vibration experiment is carried on simple supported beam, basic situation is the following: length of beam is 500 mm, width of beam is 70 mm, height of beam is 2 mm, position of exciter is 250 mm away from non-crack tip of beam. Four pieces of stainless steel plate have been fabricated, each steel plate delegates a situation, that is: no damage, one crack, two cracks, three cracks; fifteen gratings are pasted on each steel plate, as is shown in the Figure 1.

The paste length of fiber grating is 20 mm, the head-end of the first grating is 40 mm away from fixed end of beam, the terminal of the first grating is 80 mm away from the head-end of the second grating, the rest can be done in the same manner, the terminal of the fifth grating is 40 mm away from other fixed end of beam; because fifteen gratings are divided three groups pasted on surface of beam, so vertical paste states of the other two groups of gratings agree with the first group. Horizontal paste states are: the first group is 15 mm away from horizontal side of beam, the second group pastes on axis of beam, the third group symmetric pastes on other side of beam.

Fifteen Bragg gratings are fiber Bragg gratings array which connected to an

Figure 1. Graph of fiber Bragg gratings distribution.
Before pasted, surface of beam must be handled, after cleaned by alcohol, marks are made on position which need paste fiber gratings, and then, fiber Bragg gratings are pasted accurately. After pasted by epoxy-resin glue, the steel plate must be placed quietly 24 hours, and the vibration test can be done. Before collecting the experimental data, preloading on beam, that is: vibrating beam at acceptable range, and each Bragg grating is in working condition.

Before doing experiments, the experimental equipment must be preheated half an hour, in this experiment, the following equipment must be used: exciter, signal generator, power amplifier, fiber grating demodulator and computer. Experimental processing Figure 2.

### 3.2. Experimental Results Analyzing

The experimental process of fiber Bragg grating sensing array detecting damage of simple supported beam is the following: in the range of 0 - 200 hz, the output voltage of signal generator is kept constancy; exciting simple supported beam in turn, during vibrating, we find that the collected signals of sensors are standard sine signal from 10 hz to 30 hz; when the exciting frequency is greater than 30 hz, the wave form of sensor has changed, and there are some harmonic waves attaching on sine wave. When beam is in resonance state, the wave form of undamaged beam by sensor detecting is sine signal; when there are some damages in beam, the wave form of damaged beam by sensor detecting will change a little, there are many harmonic waves on the sine wave, it is because beam resonating, two end faces of crack cause to collide with each other, then nonlinear signal appear in signal of sensor. The collected signals of sensor in resonance state are the following Figures 3-6.

### 4. Conclusion

We can obtain the following conclusion by studying and analyzing, fiber Bragg grating sensing array can detect damage of each position of simple supported beam. According to vibration analysis of 0 - 200 hz, when simple supported beam is damaged, natural frequency of simple supported beam will change, and the vibrating wave form changes also. So, it can be confirmed that simple supported beam is injured or not according to change of natural frequency. It is ob-

![Figure 2. Experimental processing figure.](image-url)
vious that fiber Bragg grating sensing array can detect damage of structure in
Figure 6. The resonance wave form of three cracks beam.

vibrating status.
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